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Maxi Spacelight 6000 watts - 6 lamps
Reference: LTS-SPACELIGHT6KPAR

Power: 6000W
Lamp socket: GX16d Mogul PAR64
Fixture height: 27 cm
Diameter: 66 cm | Total weight: 12.1 Kg
White diffusion silk skirt height: 100 cm
Black opaque silk skirt height: 120 cm
Chinese lantern look tungsten soft light

Product description:
New Maxi-SpaceLight 6KW with PAR lamps
The Cinelight Maxi Spacelight 6000W features six PAR 64 halogen lamps disposed in a circular pattern on a similar
structure to conventional Spacelight fixtures. This new upgraded version combines the well-known configuration of a
classic Spacelight with the benefits of the PAR lamps.

Versatile Chinese lantern look fixture
The Maxi Spacelight 6000W can be used only in hanging position using the included chains like any conventional
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Spacelight.
This Maxi Spacelight 6K is configured just like the classic version, with lamps pointing down in a white diffusion silk
cylinder. At the bottom of the silk cylinder is a round diffusion ring to which a diffusion material or gel can be clipped.
The white silk skirt can be used for a multi-directional Chinese lantern look. Also, the included black skirt can be used
to direct the light output downward and create a soft light pool. When used hanged as Space Light it is recommended
to install wide beam (flood) PAR64 lamps.

Selectable light beam & power
The spread of the light beam can now be controlled by installing various models of PAR 64 bulbs with built-in
reflectors that disperse or intensify the light beam, depending on the needs. Also the light output can be adjusted
using three toggle switches, one for each lamp. Just turn on the exact number of lamps to get the desired amount of
light. To further increase the options, an external optional dimmer can be used to control the light output as needed.

Studio & location usability
The Maxi Spacelight 6000W it is commonly used to fill out large-area scenes like chroma key / green screen studios,
infinity white cyclorama studios or infinity black studios (when the black skirt it used to retain the side light spill and
create a directional downward conned light).

Key Features:
6 x PAR 64 lamps disposed in a circular pattern
individual toggle switches for each lamp
wide range of light beams (from narrow-spot to wide-flood) depending on the lamp type
dimmable using an external dimmer pack
can be used hanged by chains
includes white silk skirt with bottom diffusion ring and black skirt
the lamphead is equipped with legs for easy storage

Product features:
Rated power: 6000 watts
Beam type: flood
Voltage input: 100-240V 50 / 60 Hz
Color temperature: 3200K
Beam angle: 180°
Photometrics : N/A
Power connector type: CEE 2P+E
Power cord total length: 3.0 m
Yoke mount: Spigot 28mm pin
Housing material: Metal
Housing color: Black
Lamp type: PAR64
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Lamp socket: GX16D
Lamp head weight: 12.1 kg
Lamp head dimensions: 66 x 145 cm
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